A nonlinear programming formulation is introduced to solve infinite horizon dynamic programming problems. This extends the linear approach to dynamic programming by using ideas from approximation theory to avoid inefficient discretization. Our numerical results show that this nonlinear programming method is efficient and accurate.
Introduction
Dynamic programming (DP) is the essential tool in solving problems of dynamic and stochastic controls in economic analysis. The nonlinearities of dynamic economic problems make them numerically challenging. To avoid the nonlinearity, linear programming (LP) approaches have been studied in the literature; see De Farias and Van Roy (2003) , and Trick and Zin (1997) . However, the LP approach has limited value for problems with continuous actions and/or states since an LP approach would have to discretize the states and controls. The most common discretization technique is the Cartesian grid, which leads to a curse-of-dimensionality in both the state and action spaces: if each of action or state variable is discretized by m equally spaced nodes, then the number of points is up to m d , where d is the number of both action and state variables. Moreover, in many economic problems, especially those involving policy evaluations or welfare analysis, it is necessary to obtain accurate approximations of the decision rules, a task that is much more difficult than approximating the value function. Therefore, if we want to have 5-digit accuracy for a problem defined on one state variable and two controls, all of which are mapped to a unit cube, the LP approach would require 100,000 points in each dimension for a total of 10 15 points, a problem size that is currently infeasible. This paper presents a nonlinear programming (NLP) method, called DPNLP, to solve the infinite horizon DP problems with or without stochasticity. The method uses shape-preserving approximation methods to approximate the optimal value function by adding some extra degree of freedom. DPNLP solves the deterministic or stochastic DP problem with one or two continuous state variables and several continuous control variables without the curse-of-dimensionality of the action space. Moreover, in our numerical examples, DPNLP uses only 19 nodes of the continuous state and their corresponding 19 two-dimensional actions and takes only seconds or about one minute to achieve the 5-digit or higher accuracy for both deterministic and stochastic DP problems with one continuous state (and one discrete state for the stochastic DP) and two continuous control variables. Since DPNLP has no curse-of-dimensionality of the action space, it can also solve DP problems with many continuous control variables easily and quickly. In our two-country optimal growth examples, the problems have two continuous state variables and six continuous control variables. This makes the LP approach infeasible even within only 2-digit accuracy, but DPNLP solves them in minutes with up to 5-digit accuracy.
In this paper, the DPNLP method is described as an adequate tool to solve a DP problem with one or multiple continuous state variables (and discrete state variables) and multiple continuous control variables. Many economic problems involve models with one or several variables that is "by definition" continuous (such as wealth or capital). Discretizing such a state would require many grid points, with the computational costs associated to it. However, other state variables, even though continuous, often follow processes that make them suitable for discretization, without significant loss in terms of accuracy of the solution.
Our DPNLP method can also be a crucial component of empirical estimation methods. Michelangeli (2009) used DPNLP inside an MPEC approach (see Su and Judd, 2012 ) to estimating a model of the demand for reverse mortgages.
The paper is constructed as follows. Section 2 describes the kind of dynamic problem commonly used in economics and the subject of this paper. Section 3 briefly reviews approximation methods such as Chebyshev polynomial approximation. Section 4 defines the DPNLP method for solving infinite horizon DP problems. Section 5, 6 and 7 apply DPNLP to optimal accumulation problems similar to many economics problems. Section 8 concludes.
Dynamic Programming
An infinite horizon stochastic optimal decision-making problem has the following general form:
where x t is the discrete time continuous state vector process with initial state x 0 , θ t is the discrete state vector process with initial state θ 0 , t is a serially uncorrelated random vector process, g is a continuous function representing the change in the state x t as a function of the state and action, a t , and h represents the transition process for θ t respectively, D(x t , θ t ) is a feasible set of a t dependent on (x t , θ t ), β is the discount factor with 0 < β < 1, u is a concave utility function, and E{·} is the expectation operator. While this description does not apply to many applications of dynamic programming, it does apply to most models in dynamic economics. Examples include economic growth, portfolio decisions, and investment decisions by firms. The DP model for the general infinite horizon problem is the following Bellman equation (Bellman, 1957) :
s.t. x + = g(x, θ, a),
where (x + , θ + ) is the next-stage state conditional on the current-stage state (x, θ) and the action a, is a random variable, and V (x, θ) is the value function.
In the simpler case where there is no uncertainty, there is no stochastic state θ t , the problem (1) becomes
and its Bellman equation is:
s.t. x + = g(x, a).
Approximation
In the DP problem (3), we want to solve for the optimal value function. Even though the method allows to compute both the value functions and the policy functions, the implementation of the steps require to solve for the optimal value functions. But when state and control variables are continuous such that value functions are also continuous, we have to use some approximation for the value functions, since computers cannot model the entire space of continuous functions. An approximation scheme consists of two parts: basis functions and approximation nodes. Approximation nodes can be chosen as uniformly spaced nodes, Chebyshev nodes, or some other specified nodes. From the viewpoint of basis functions, approximation methods can be classified as either spectral methods or finite element methods. A spectral method uses globally nonzero basis functions {φ j (x)} and coefficients b = {b j } such that V (x; b) = n j=0 b j φ j (x) is a degree-n approximation. Examples of spectral methods include ordinary polynomial approximation, Chebyshev polynomial approximation, and shape-preserving Chebyshev polynomial approximation (Cai and Judd, 2012b) . In contrast, a finite element method uses locally basis functions {φ j (x)} that are nonzero over sub-domains of the approximation domain. Examples of finite element methods include piecewise linear interpolation, Schumaker interpolation, shape-preserving rational function spline Hermite interpolation (Cai and Judd, 2012a) , cubic splines, and B-splines. See Cai (2010), Cai and Judd (2010) , and Judd (1998) for more details.
Chebyshev Polynomial Approximation
Chebyshev polynomials on [−1, 1] are defined as T j (z) = cos(j cos −1 (z)). Economics problems typically live on an interval [x min , x max ]; if we let f (x)g(x)w(x)dx with the weighting function w(
where b = {b j } are the Chebyshev coefficients. It is often more stable to use the expanded Chebyshev polynomial interpolation (Cai, 2010) , as the above standard Chebyshev polynomial interpolation gives poor approximation in the neighborhood of end points.
In this section we describe the Chebyshev polynomial approximation because it is the approximation scheme used in our examples. While also other approximation schemes may be adequate and with good performances, the Chebyshev polynomial approximation presents advantages in terms of coding simplicity and reliability, and easy extension to multidimensional approximation.
Multidimensional Complete Chebyshev Approximation
In a d-dimensional approximation problem, let the domain of the approximation function be 
Using these notations, the degree-n complete Chebyshev approximation for V (x) isV
where
for the degree-n complete Chebyshev approximation in R d .
Nonlinear Programming Method to Solve Bellman Equations
There are many approaches to solve Bellman equations, such as value function iteration and policy iteration methods, or LP approaches. This section describes the general nonlinear programming method (DPNLP) to solve the Bellman equations (3) or (2).
Basic DPNLP
To solve the problem (3), we discretize the nonlinear approximation of the value function instead of the state and action spaces. The following nonlinear programming problem expresses one possible formulation of this method:
where m is the number of the approximation nodes. In this method, the choice variables are the actions a, the next-stage states x + , the value functions v, and the coefficients b.
Unfortunately the solutions of the above model often has no shape properties, i.e., the value function is not increasing or concave. One approach to improve it is to add shape-preservation in the model. See Cai and Judd (2010 , 2012a , 2012b for the discussion of importance of shape-preservation in DP. Now we have the basic DPNLP model:
where {y i : i = 1, . . . , m } are the set of shape nodes for shape preservation constraints. Usually the number of shape nodes, m , is more than the number of approximation nodes, m.
To solve the stochastic Bellman equation (2) where θ ∈ Θ = {ϑ j : j = 1, ..., J}, the basic DPNLP model becomes
where P j,j is the conditional probability of θ + = θ j given θ = θ j , i.e., P j,j = Pr θ + = θ j | θ = θ j , for any j, j = 1, . . . , J.
Iterative DPNLP
One problem of the basic DPNLP model (6) is that an optimization solver often gives a solution where the equality in (7) does not hold whileV (y i ; b) ≥ 0 orV (y i ; b) ≤ 0 are binding at some shape nodes instead. However, the true solution of the basic DPNLP model (6) should let the inequality constraints
be binding for all i = 1, . . . , m, andV (y i ; b) should be strictly increasing and concave at all the shape nodes. We introduce an iterative DPNLP method to solve these problems.
In this paper, we use the Chebyshev polynomial approximation inV . For a smooth function, we know that the Chebyshev polynomial approximation usually have a smaller coefficients in magnitude for higher-degree terms. This tells us that a small-degree Chebyshev polynomial approximation inV is a good initial guess for a higher-degree Chebyshev polynomial approximation. Another issue is that a quadratic Chebyshev polynomial approximation inV will be a good shape-preserving approximation with increasing and concave properties. Therefore, we have the following iterative DPNLP method to solve the infinite horizon deterministic optimal decision-making problems. Step 1. Use the solutions of the Basic DPNLP model (6) with degree n − 1 Chebyshev polynomial approximation as the initial start point of the Basic DPNLP model (6) with degree n.
Step 2. Use a reliable optimizer to solve the Basic DPNLP model (6) with degree n.
It is easy to extend the algorithm to solve the infinite horizon stochastic and/or multidimensional optimal decision-making problems.
Applications to Deterministic Optimal Growth Problems
An infinite-horizon economic problem is the discrete-time optimal growth model with one good and one capital stock, which is a deterministic model 1 .
The aim is to find the optimal consumption function and the optimal labor supply function such that the total utility over the infinite-horizon time is maximal, i.e.,
1 Please see Judd (1998) for a detailed description of this.
where k t is the capital stock at time t with k 0 given in [0.3, 2], c t is the consumption, l t is the labor supply, β is the discount factor, F (k, l) is the aggregate production function, and u(c t , l t ) is the utility function.
In the examples, the aggregate production function is F (k, l) = k + Ak ψ l 1−ψ with ψ = 0.25 and A = (1 − β)/(ψβ). The utility function is
The functional forms for utility and production imply that the steady state of the infinite horizon deterministic optimal growth problems is k ss = 1, and the optimal consumption and the optimal labor supply at k ss are respectively c ss = A and l ss = 1. The code for DPNLP is written in GAMS (McCarl, 2011) , and the optimization solver is CONOPT (in the GAMS environment).
True Solution
In order to estimate the accuracy of solution given by DPNLP, we compute the "true" optimal solution on a large set of test points for initial capital
, and then compare those results with the computed optimal solution from DPNLP. To get the "true" optimal solution, we discretize the range of capital, [0.3, 2], with one million equally-spaced capital nodes, and also discretize the range of labor supply, [0.4, 2.5], with another one million equally-spaced labor supply nodes. for a discrete capital node k among the one million capital nodes and a discrete labor supply node l among the one million labor supply nodes, we choose consumption c = F (k, l) − k + such that k + is also one node among the one million capital nodes. Then using the one million capital nodes as discrete states, we apply the alternating sweep Gauss-Seidel algorithm (Judd, 1998) to compute the optimal value function until it converges under the stopping criterion 10 −7 .
DPNLP Solution
We use the iterative DPNLP method (Algorithm 1) to solve the deterministic optimal growth problem. The basic DPNLP model is
For our examples in this section, we always choose m = 19 expanded Chebyshev nodes, k i , in [0. 3, 2] , as the approximation nodes, and the approximation method,V , is the expanded Chebyshev polynomial up to the maximal degree 18, and we choose m = 100 expanded Chebyshev nodes, y i , in [0. 3, 2] , as the shape nodes. In fact, in some cases among our examples, we could use less numbers to save computational time but with almost the same accuracy.
Error Analysis of DPNLP Solution
We next use some basic examples of the deterministic optimal growth problem to test DPNLP. We tries β = 0.9, 0.95, 0.99, γ = 0.5, 2, 8, and η = 0.2, 1, 5, all these examples give us good solutions. Table 1 lists relative errors of optimal solutions computed by DPNLP for these cases in comparison with the "true" solution given by the high-precision discretization method. The errors for optimal consumptions are computed by
where c * DPNLP (k) is the optimal consumption computed by DPNLP, and c * (k) is the "true" optimal consumption, for k ∈ [0.3, 2]. The errors for optimal labor supply, l * DPNLP , have the similar computation formula. The last column of Table 1 lists the running time of the iterative DPNLP method for various cases in the GAMS environment, on a single core of a Mac laptop with a 2.5 GHz processor. Table 1 shows that DPNLP solves the examples with accuracy up to 5 digits or higher for optimal control policy functions in all cases. Moreover, the DPNLP method is fast and takes only several seconds for each case For example, row one in Table 1 assumes β = 0.9, γ = 0.5, and η = 0.2. For this case, the error in consumption is 1.5 × 10 −6 , the error in labor supply is 1.8 × 10 −6 , and the running time is only 6.8 seconds.
Applications to Stochastic Optimal Growth Problems
When the capital stock is dependent on a random economic shock θ t , the optimal growth problem (8) becomes a stochastic dynamic optimization problem. Assume that the random economic shock θ t is a stochastic process following θ t+1 = h(θ t , ε t ), where t is a serially uncorrelated random process. Let f (k, l, θ) denote net production function, and
Then the infinite-horizon discrete-time stochastic optimization problem be- 
where k 0 ∈ [0.3, 2] and θ 0 are given. The parameter θ has many economic interpretations. In the life-cycle interpretation, θ is a state variable that may affect either asset income, labor income, or both. In the monopolist interpretation, θ may reflect shocks to costs, demand, or both. We use the same utility function (9), but the production function is changed to
where θ is the stochastic state, ψ = 0.25 and A = (1 − β)/(ψβ). In the examples, θ t is assumed to be a Markov chain with 3 possible values: The code for DPNLP is written in GAMS (McCarl, 2011), and the optimization solver is CONOPT (in the GAMS environment).
True Solution
For the deterministic optimal growth problem (8), we use the discretized method and the alternating sweep Gauss-Seidel algorithm to get the "true" solution. But the DP method with high-precision discretization will be too time-consuming for solving the stochastic optimal growth problem (11). However, Cai and Judd (2012a) introduces a value function iteration method using a shape-preserving rational spline interpolation and shows that it is very accurate for solving multi-period portfolio optimization problems. For the deterministic optimal growth problem, since the value function is smooth, increasing and concave over the continuous state, capital k, we can also apply this shape-preserving DP algorithm to solve the deterministic optimal growth problem and realize that it is also very accurate (by comparing its solution with those given by the alternating sweep Gauss-Seidel algorithm). For the stochastic optimal growth problem, the value function for each discrete state is also smooth, increasing and concave over the continuous state, capital k. Therefore, we can again choose the shape-preserving value function iteration method to solve the stochastic optimal growth problem and iterates until it converges under the stopping criterion 10 −7 . We use 1000 equally-spaced interpolation nodes on the range of the continuous state, [0.3, 2], for each discrete state θ.
DPNLP Solution
We use the iterative DPNLP method (stochastic version of Algorithm 1) to solve the stochastic optimal growth problem. The basic DPNLP model is 
Error Analysis of DPNLP Solution
We examine the errors for the stochastic model in the similar manner we did for the deterministic optimal growth problems: We apply the high-precision value function iteration to get the "true" optimal solution for every test point of initial capital k 0 and every possible initial discrete state θ 0 , and then use them to check the accuracy of the computed optimal solution from the DPNLP model (12) . Table 2 
where c * DPNLP is the optimal consumption computed by DPNLP on the model (12) , and c * is the "true" optimal consumption computed by the highprecision value function iteration method. The similar formula applies to compute errors for optimal labor supply. The last column of Table 2 lists the running time of the iterative DPNLP method for various cases in the GAMS environment, on a single core of a Mac laptop with a 2.5 GHz processor.
From Table 2 , we can also see the similar pattern shown in Table 1 . That is, DPNLP solves the examples with accuracy up to 6 or higher digits for optimal control policy functions in all cases. Moreover, for these stochastic examples, DPNLP is also fast, and takes less than one minute to solve any one case. For example, row one in Table 2 assumes β = 0.9, γ = 0.5, and η = 0.2. For this case, the error in consumption is 1.9 × 10 −7 , the error in labor supply is 5.2 × 10 −7 , and the running time is only 11 seconds.
Applications to Two-Dimensional Optimal Growth Problem
The key DPNLP idea is clearly applicable to multidimensional problems. Of course, multidimensional problems are more demanding. Our next example illustrates DPNLP applied to a two-dimensional extension of our earlier models. The results indicate that DPNLP is a reasonable method for lowdimensional problems. We assume that there are two countries, and let k t = (k t,1 , k t,2 ) denote the capital stocks of two countries which is a two-dimensional continuous state vector at time t. Let l t = (l t,1 , l t,2 ) denote elastic labor supply levels of the countries which is a two-dimensional continuous control vector variable at time t. Assume that the net production of country i at time t is
with A = (1 − β)/(ψβ), for i = 1, 2. Let c t = (c t,1 , c t,2 ) denote consumption of the countries which is another two-dimensional continuous control vector variable at time t. The utility function is
We want to find an optimal consumption and labor supply decisions such that expected total utility over the infinite-horizon time is maximized. That is,
where δ is the depreciation rate of capital, I t,i is the investment of country i, Γ t,i is the investment adjustment cost of country i, and ζ governs the intensity of the friction. Detailed discussion of multi-country growth models with infinite horizon can be seen in Den Haan et al (2011) and Juillard and Villemot (2011) . For the multi-country growth models with finite horizon, they can be solved efficiently using dynamic programming with Hermite approximation, see Cai and Judd (2012c) . In our examples, we let ψ = 0.36, δ = 0.025, and ζ = 0.5. The functional forms for utility and production imply that the steady state of the infinite horizon deterministic optimal growth problems is k ss,1 = k ss,2 = 1, and the optimal consumption, labor supply and investment at the steady state are respectively c ss,1 = c ss,2 = A, l ss,1 = l ss,2 = 1, and I ss,1 = I ss,2 = δ. The code for DPNLP is written in GAMS (McCarl, 2011) , and the optimization solver is CONOPT (in the GAMS environment). model is the multidimensional extension of the model (10) . That is,
), y i = (y i ,1 , y i ,2 ), andV is the 2-dimensional gradient ofV , andV is the 2-dimensional second order derivatives ofV .
For our examples in this section, we choose m = 11 2 tensor Chebyshev nodes in the state space [0.5, 1.5] 2 , as the approximation nodes. The approximation method,V , is the complete Chebyshev polynomial up to the maximal degree 10. And we choose m = 100 tensor Chebyshev nodes, y i , in the state space [0.5, 1.5] 2 , as the shape nodes.
Error Analysis of DPNLP Solution
We examine the errors for the multidimensional model in the similar manner we did for the unidimensional optimal growth problems: We apply the highprecision value function iteration to get the "true" optimal solution for every test point of initial capitals, and then use them to check the accuracy of the computed optimal solution from the DPNLP model (12) . Table 3 lists relative errors of optimal solutions computed by DPNLP for the two-dimensional optimal growth problem with the following cases: β = 0.95, γ = 0.5, 2, 8, and η = 0.2, 1, 5. The last column of Table 3 lists the running time of the iterative DPNLP method for various cases in the GAMS environment, on a single core of a Mac laptop with a 2.5 GHz processor. Table 3 shows that DPNLP solves the examples with accuracy up to 4 digits or higher for optimal control policy functions in all the cases besides one case having 3 digits. Moreover, the DPNLP method is not slow and takes only several minutes for each case. For example, row one in Table 3 assumes γ = 0.5, and η = 0.2. For this case, the error in consumption is 6.4 × 10 −5 , the error in labor supply is 1.5 × 10 −4 , and the running time is 3.9 minutes. 
Conclusion
This paper presents a nonlinear programming formulation of dynamic programming problems common in economic decision making. We have applied it to a variety of optimal accumulation problems, showing that our DPNLP method performs very well, with high accuracy, reliability and efficiency for those problems. The variety of example problems indicate that our DPNLP method could be applied to many problems.
